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Introduction

Parity-Time Symmetry

Even for non-Hermitian Hamiltonian, 
under the PT symmetry, it can have 
real eigenvalue spectra

:  → −:  → −
 = PT symmetric Hamiltonian

To make PT-symmetric system, turn the 
pump on to the active resonator.
It is easy to exchange the energy each 
other. These identical resonators 
consistent with PT symmetry.



Introduction

 = − −  + 2  −  −  = − − 2  − 

Rate equation for the two coupled-
resonator system

Input-output relation =  + : input fields in resonators: coupling strength>0: coupling loss between resonator 
and fiber waveguide: loss or gain of resonator
(>0: loss, <0: gain)

Corresponding eigenfrequencies.(tune the 
resonances to degenerate)

If strong coupling, then it is called two 
super modes.



Experimental Setup

Er3 doped active resonator(red) & 
passive resonator(blue).

They are coupled to each other by 
evanescent waves.

Fiber tapers placed parallel to each 
other with similar wait size.

1550nm band pump to active 
resonator & 1460nm band pump to 
passive.

They are fabricated by lithographic 
procedure.
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Results

As optically pumped to active resonator, it achieves gain and passive 
have loss.

At fixed gain-loss ratio, varying the coupling constant , observed PT 
phase transition. In this experiment =4.16MHz

 = 2.95  = 4.16  = 9.75



Results

PT phase transition is said to be the optical system behaves as 
reciprocal to non-reciprocal in this experiment.

At low power(1 ) both broken & unbroken symmetry is reciprocal. 
But turn pump on, balanced gain-loss achieved. It results unbroken 
symmetry.

Mode splitting due to coupling is showing the gain compensates the 
loss.

Forward Backward



Results

However as coupling strength  decreases system transit to the 
broken symmetry. It appears non-reciprocal behavior.

The lower input power is 80nW in this case. No signal detected 
Forward direction.

Forward Backward
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Results

Their experiment extend PT-symmetric optics from cm/m scale 
structres to on-chip micro-scale structures.

They made PT-symmetric systems by microresonators instead of 
waveguides.

Authors observed strong non-reciprocity in the nonlinear regime 
with a very low power threshold in this PT symmetric system.

This system could be applied to the electromagnetically induced 
transparency in coupled resonators may benefit from PT symmetric 
microresonators.

Could lead to a new style of synthetic optical systems of on-chip 
manipulation and control the light propagation.
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